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§1 Introduction

Tsurumi Works cooperated with the Study Group of Numatron Project, INS

in constructing an RFQ linac, LITL and took, charge of development of its

mechanical structure.

The Study Group has been interested in a revolutional concept of RFQ and

its theoretical performance-'-' ' and has considered it also as an appropriate

one for heavy-ion acceleration in very low-velocity region, and then studied

for the analytical design of the RFQ vane and an effective RF field formation

in its cavity^' '. Further subjects of the RFQ development are centered at

its concrete mechanical engineering phase. The R & D themes in Tsurumi Works

are as follows: NC machining of the vane shapes, electropolishing of the

machined vanes, thick copper-electroplating of the cavity tank, choice of

rf contactors between vane and tank wall and management of accurate assembly

of them.

Briefly described in this paper are mechanical considerations for the

100 MHz four-vane RFQ structure construction.
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§2 RFQ Vane F a b r i c a t i o n

Pole-rip Geometry

In a coordinate system with a beam-bore center line as the z-coordinate

axis , the theoretical vane shape required to obtain the RFQ e lec t r i c field

dis t r ibut ion is given by '•

| {+1-AIo(kr)coskz} = r 2 cos2i|i = x2 - y 2 ,

where A =
m2 - 1

m2lo (ka)+Iri(mka)>

X = 1 - AIn(ka)

and k = f l .

Fig. 1 Parameter definition of the RFQ wave-shaped electrode
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The radius parameter a, the radius modulation parameter m and the

unit cell length 6X/2 are defined in Fig. 1. The characteristic average

radius ro = a/^X remains fixed throughout the length of the vane. If

definite values are assigned to B and m for each unit cell, the

corresponding value of a is definitely determined. These design para-

meters were given by INS using the computer program for the RFQ beam
9 )

dynamics PARMTEQ

The transverse cross section of the pole-tip geometry is pseudo-

hyperbolic: However, the actual machined vane shape in the x-y plane

was approximated by a circular arc across the top and two tangent lines

to the circular tip extending symmetrically down to both side surfaces

of the vane blank at a constant angle 0. If we express a wave-shaped

vane—tip's ridge, cut through the longitudinal midplane by x = a(z) ,

the radius o£ curvature in the transverse section becomes ' :

where P = I0(ka) + I0(mka) and Q = •=— (nr-Olj (ka)coskz.

In the radial matching section the vane-tip's ridge has a tapered

form with no vane modulation. In the x-z plane x=a(z) was defined by

tUe following equation ^ »

. sin kz = f,

where k = T/ (25,) and I equals 12 times the unit cell length, BX/2

corresponding to the designed injection energy per nucleon. If we let

z approach zero, x becomes infinite. And so the vane was cut off by a

unit cell length on the injection side in the radial matching section.

The transverse section was similarly approximated by a circular arc

of the radius of curvature p(z) = a(z).

A numerically controlled milling machine is available for precise

machining of complicated shapes. It can be effectively employed to
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machine the RFQ vane-tips, of which the surface shapes are completely

determined by the analytical functions. They need somewhat complex design

considerations, however, the NC machining operations are not difficult.

In this case, a circular interpolation method is applied, for which the

cutter's center line does not necessarily take the normal direction to

the work's surface to be machined, but is compelled to be taken in the

same plane as the cutter path. Then man-hours of programing and computer

hours of calculation are significantly saved. And the number of program,,

tapes to operate the NC machine is sharply reduced and the machine hours

also decrease. Besides the machined surface can be finely finished as

compared with a linear interpolation method.



Programs for Shape Analysis and Size Examination

The data sets for NC machining and for three-dimensional coordinate

size checking were each made up as shown in Fig.2.

( INPUTB .) ( MAIN ~~)

(a) Data making flow for the
NC milling machine

(b) Data making flow for the
coordinate measuring machine

Fig. 2 Composition of data files and program files

Data file Program file

APERTURE calculates a bore radius RA for each cell number NCL

from VANEDATA given by INS, and files all calculated results into

VANEDT2. The required input data are each cell length CL, each cell

modulation parameter RM and the characteristic average radius RO.

Th:'.s program is provided wi:.h subroutine programs regarding a Newton-

Raphson's method and modified Bessel functions.
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DTCNV gives a starting point Z1 and a phase ZOA or ZOB of the wave-

shaped pole-tip for each cell of A-typed or B-typed vane, which join on

to the radial matching section at the valley bottom or the hill top as

shown in Fig. 3.

A"typed vane

B-typed vane

radial macching NCL=I3 NCL=14 NCL=15 NCL=I6

section

Fig. 3 Discrete cell boundaries of the wave-shaped electrodes

MAIN finds out the vane-tip shape except in the radial matching

section and examines cutter interference. The input data are a vertical

height from the vane's base to the beam axis HO, a thickness of the vane

TO, an angle made by the sloped side surface to the midplane of the vane

THETA, a discrete increment of the longitudinal machine table travel

DZO in addition to the above data. The output data are R, the position

of the vane-tip's ridge for Z, the z-axis coordinate; RHO, the radius of

circular arc approximation; and RHOI and RH02, the radii of curviture on

the cross sections cut through an A-A plane and a B-B plane as shown

below in Fig. 4.
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INPUTB gives the vane-tip shape in the radial matching section.

The tapered ridge's curve and the circular arc approximated radius

of curvature are obtained.

NCDTMAKE conducts operations to determine a ball end mill cutter's

locus. The required input data are a cutter clearance factor ALF, a

cutter radius RP, an allowance for electrolytic polishing after machining

DELTA and the above data. At first the coordinate system is transformed

to describe the vane-tip's geometry in the horizontal milling machine

reference frame, where the X-axis is in the longitudinal direction and the

origin is in the center of the vane-tip's base at its upstream end. Then

designated are the cutter center's positions to start and stop cutting

travels for straight-line segments and circular-arc segments, (XC, Yn, Zn)

where n = 1, 4 and 2, 3. At the same time specified is the location of the

center of the circle, that is, the cutter path along the circular-arc part

ZC for each XC. These output data are filed into NCDT-A and NCDT-B .

ALF*T0

3(XC, Y3, Z3)
A

2(XC, Y2, Z2)

LOGUS OF CUTTER'S CENTER

1(XC, Y1, Z1)

Fig. 4 Cutter center's locus of the NC milling machine
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GENMD designates the coordinates of center positions of a probe to be

taken by the three-dimensional coordinate measuring machine over the vane-

tip's surface. According to the above-mentioned design procedures an ideal

wave shaped electrode has transverse lines of discontinuity on the boundaries

between two cells adjoining each other at the hill tops or the valley bottoms,

as shown in Fig. 3, which have very slight level differences. Such a dif-

ference in level actually disappears on the machined surface due to cutter

interference. And so at such a point of discontinuity the lower value is-

to be registered for dimensional inspection.

3DDTMAKE gives the offset position coordinates of a probe of the

coordinate measuring machine. This data set is mainly used to measure

the size of electrodes in the radial matching section.



Model Machining

A small vane model was machined by way of trial experiment to check

the data of NCDT-A and NCDT-B , to verify the circular interpolation

programed NC machining method and to investigate cutter interference.

The model of 128.73 mm in length is composed of two partial ranges

NCL = 56 - 60, including a minimum radius of curvature and NCL = 108-112,

including a maximum difference in level, and a dummy range put together •'-

between them. The machining conditions and the examination methods are

identical to those in the case of the actual workpieces as mentioned

below.

Here cutter interference has two meanings, those are, the one

which must not come to happen in the vane-tip's curved surface, and the

other which takes level-differences off the cell boundaries.

The cell with a maximum curvature holds a minimum value of RHO,

which has been obtained as 5.506 mm. A cutter of RP larger than this

value interferes with some hollowed spots on the vane's curved surface.

But it is not yet ensured that any cutter interference can not be caused

by a cutter of RP smaller than this value, because the rotating center

line takes the normal direction to the work's surface to be cut only in

the midplane perpendicular to its thickness and no possible cutter

interference can be denied except in the midplane of the vane.

A maximum difference in level exists at the cell boundary between

109 and 110 of NCL where RM changes most. Actual machining causes cutter

interference there and apparently makes a smooth joint between the

adjacent cells, however, in general the error measurement on such a cell

boundary has been a problem to be investigated.

The pilot studies indicated some results summarized as follows:

(1) errors in measurement in machining were less than ± 30 Hm,

the accuracy limit by the using NC milling machine, and so the above

calculation methods and the programing operations could be verified;

(2) cusps corresponding to transverse tool paths spaced 0.5 mm apart
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along the vane's longitudinal axis had remained on this trial work's

surface in the region having the maximum curvature, and so no cutter

interference would be caused in the case of machining the actual works;

and (3) a maximum amount of cutter interference was 100 um on the cell

boundary having the maximum difference in level.
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Vane Manufacturing

The specifications of the machining center and the three-dimensional

coordinate measuring machine are as follows:

©NC machining BMC-10B (Toshiba Machine)

Table travel (X-axis) 1,800 mm

Spindle travel (Y-axis) 1,250 mm

Column travel (Z-axis) 1,000 mm

Table size 1,000 mm x 1,250 mm

o Tool $ 10 Carbide ball end mill (Dijet DBS-10.0)

o Cutting terms Spindle speed 2,000 rpm

Feed rate 500mm/min

Longitudinal input increment

rough cut I: 2 mm (4 mm *)

" II: 2 mm (2 mm *)

" lit: 2 mm (0.5 mm *)

final cut : 0.5 mm

* left over the finished cut surface in the Z direction

Cutting liquid light oil

©Size examination Microcode A231 (Mitsutoyo)

Travel (X-axis) 1,000mm

" (Y-axis) 650 mm

" (Z-axis) 400 mm

Table size 1,250 mm x 1,000 mm

Precision (at 20°C)

indication : (5 + 8L/1 ,000) ym, L: length (mm)

repeatability (standard deviation) : 2 urn
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o Applied probe Universal touching signal probe

$ 3 mm and 4 h mm (Mitsutoyo)

The material is annealed oxygen-free copper. Long cooling channels

have been excavated through the vane by a gun-drilling machine.

There is no interruption of the machining cycle for a workpiece

from first-staged rough cut to finish cut. A command of intermittently ..

supplying lubricant to the spindle head has been incorporated in program

to prevent from thermal deformation due to the high-^p^eded rotation for

continuous hours.

Cutter interference is inevitable along the boundary lines between

adjacent cells. On the cell boundaries in the range of NCL = 90 - 111,

where RM changes markedly, differences between the measured values and

the designed values were a little large to be 50 - 100 ym. Except on

the above portions the machining accuracy was held to within ±30 ym

over a length of 1.2 m.

A maximum surface field reaches 205 kV/cm at some spots in the side

faces of vane-tip for LITL to accelerate a lithium ion beam. Electro-

polishing treatment on the electrodes can suppress sparking by breaking

all sharp cusps to make the machined surface fairly smooth. The vanes

were all finished by electrolytic polishing.
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§3 Resonator Cavity Construction

Copper Plating

The resonator tank is 56 cm in inner diameter and 138 cm in length

and is made of mild steel, 35 mm in thickness. The inside wall should be

copper plated thickly.

We investigated various conditions for copper plating bath, including

wastewater treatment, and selected a cyanide copper plating method from a

viewpoint for lower costs. Then as a pre-examination of this plating method

we used a 2 GHz test cavity. The iron surface preworked to surface roughness

of peak-to-valley 6 urn was plated with 20 ym-thick copper, buffed and plated

again with 5 um-thick copper. Roughness of the electroplated inside wall

was 0.4 um and the Q value for TM010 mode became 96% of the theoretical

value.

Some essential points of this plating technique are to plate a work

by a periodic reverse current sequence while rotating, to buff it and to

plate it again with 30 um-thick copper. The thickness targeted by the

designer of this cavity tank was 200 um and could be controlled within

± 40 um, the final surface roughness being 0.8 um.

The Q value test without vanes was satisfactory, though it has many ports

on the cyclindrical wall.

PAN TYPE END WALL

VIEW PORT RF MONITOR PUMPING PORT

Fig. 5 View of the RFQ cavity of LITL

\
SIDE TUNER
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Vane Assembling

The structure of the RFQ accelerating cavity is shown in Fig. 5.

Four vanes are mounted within the cavity. The magnetic fluxes run

axially between the adjacent vanes in the quadrant of the resonator

tank, circling the end space of each vane enclosed by the vane extender

and a pan-typed end flange to secure an adequate amount of area for

return path between the adjacent quadrants. The rf current flows from

vane to vane along the azimutnal direction on the cavity wall.

The vanes should be built in the cavity tank to high dimensional

accuracy. The greatest care should be taken in dealing with the vanes,

and in keeping the copper-plated wall of the tank and the surfaces of

the vanes clean.

The operations to assemble vanes were progressed according to the

detailed procedures and monitored under the judging criteria as strictly

as in the cases of machining and surface treatment.

WATER SEAL

VACUUM SEAL

RF CONTACT

GUIDE P I N S / VACUUM SEAL

Fig. 6 Fixing flange of the vane mounted within the cavity tank
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In the first place the precision assembling jigs made of aluminium

alloy are set up on both ends of the cylindrical cavity tank and adjusted

on the surface table. Fig. 6 snows the vane's base held on the interior

of the tank with its fixing flange.

A main point of this assembling method is to assemble four vanes

temporarily on the crossed center-lines drawn with close tolerances of

the jigs, that is, to inspect mutual geometrical relations between the

vanes and adjust the positions of each vane with spacers between the

jigs and the vanes, between the vanes and the fixing flanges, and between

the fixing flanges and the tank's exterior. If the required accuracies

are not attained, adjustments and inspections should be reciprocally

repeated. And so each surface of the fixing flange is machined for the

thickness corresponding to the adjusting spacers as shown in Fig. 6.

Then vacuum sealing O-rings, water sealing O-rings and rf contact elements

are fitted and the fixing flanges are fastened with the guide-pins.

Finally the vane assembling accuracies are checked and reassured to be

all within their tolerances.

Here defined are'the tolerances of vane assembly . regarding to

reference terms as follows:

(a) Gap between two opposite vane-tips near the both ends;

(b) Straightness of midplane common to two opposite vanes;

(c) Difference in level of the gap center of two opposite vanes

from the midplane common to the two other opposite vanes;

(d) Squareness between adjacent vanes; and

(e) Longitudinal relative deviation between four vanes.

The tolerance of the fourth term is ± 1.5 m rad and the others

are ± 0.1 mm.
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RF Joint Test and Vacuum Test

It is a matter of primary concern to design acceptable mechanical

rf joints and select suitable available rf contact elements for a high

Q value of the RFQ resonator cavity. Specially it is desirable to reduce

the rf losses on the long vane-to-cylinder rf joints.-

The good electric contact should be ensured between the vane's

bases and the tank wall, between the tank wall and the disk-typed end

flanges, between the disk-typed end flanges and the pan-typed end flanges,

and between the pan-typed end flanges and the end tuners.

Metallic O-ring are used for rf joints where strong tightening

forces can be secured with bolts, and multi-ram contact bands or finger

contact strips are used for rf joints of plug-socket type.

The vane-to-cavity rf joint is assured by a stainless steel tube

of high dimensional accuracy, 2.4 mm in outer diameter and 1005 mm in

length, coated with 100 ;im-thick silver. In order to evaluate these

jointc easily we measured DC resistances across them between each vane

and the tank interior.

Finally, Q value measurements for the 100 MHz resonant TE 210-

like mode and vacuum tests were performed by a quality assurance

section of the manufacturing facilities. The Q value was measured

as 10,000 at the factory and it was checked as 10,600 after feeding

the high rf power in vacuum at INS.

The cavity was evacuated into 1U~' Torr range with a turbomolecular

pump of 500 1/s. It was examined by a helium leak detector for

vacuum test and by a quadrupole mass spectrometer for residual gas

analysis. The latter test certainly showed that a signal for M = 4 (He)

did not appear at all and detected M = 18 (H2O) as the greater part of

residual gas components accompanied with some small signals corresponding

to hydrocarbon molecules and others.
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